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MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM ZZ COLLECTION 2
BLU-RAY

Street Date: 7/5/2016
SRP:
$74.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
A direct sequel to Mobile Suit Zeta Gundam set in the aftermath of
the Gryps Conflict. Haman Karn, leader of Neo Zeon, invades Earth
to strike at the corrupt Federation government. In order to foil her
occupation and rescue his sister Leina, Judau Ashta and his friends
travel through the African desert on the way to Dakar. However, the
more people they meet, the more Judau realizes the devastation and
pain that the Zabi family has left behind. Meanwhile, Haman will do
anything to revive Neo Zeon, even commit genocide. Judau and the
crew of the Argama must stop Haman before her terrible power
brings devastation to all humanity! Contains episodes 23-47 of Mobile
Suit Gundam ZZ. Special Features: Clean Opening 2, Clean Closing
2. From original Gundam creator Yoshiyuki Tomino.
Audio: Japanese LPCM 2.0 (mono); Subtitles: English.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
2

BayView Entertainment
RSBLU1606
742617160622
6/7/2016
7/5/2016
$74.99
NR
FS
Japanese
English
3 discs / 625 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM ZZ COLLECTION 2
DVD

Street Date: 7/5/2016
SRP:
$59.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
A direct sequel to Mobile Suit Zeta Gundam set in the aftermath of
the Gryps Conflict. Haman Karn, leader of Neo Zeon, invades Earth
to strike at the corrupt Federation government. In order to foil her
occupation and rescue his sister Leina, Judau Ashta and his friends
travel through the African desert on the way to Dakar. However, the
more people they meet, the more Judau realizes the devastation and
pain that the Zabi family has left behind. Meanwhile, Haman will do
anything to revive Neo Zeon, even commit genocide. Judau and the
crew of the Argama must stop Haman before her terrible power
brings devastation to all humanity! Contains episodes 23-47 of Mobile
Suit Gundam ZZ. Special Features: Clean Opening 2, Clean Closing
2. From original Gundam creator Yoshiyuki Tomino.
Audio: Japanese Dolby Digital 2.0 (mono); Subtitles: English.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
3

BayView Entertainment
RSDVD1652
742617165221
6/7/2016
7/5/2016
$59.99
NR
FS
Japanese
English
5 discs / 625 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

AFTER WAR GUNDAM X COLLECTION 2
DVD

Street Date: 7/5/2016
SRP:
$49.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Fifteen years after a devastating war, a new generation rises to meet
the future! The remnants of the old government have reorganized to
form the vicious New United Nations Earth. The new government
seeks complete control of the planet, in order to reignite the war
against the Space Revolutionary Army. One side sees Newtypes as
the future of humanity, while the other sees them as weapons
threatening its very existence – and with the Frost Brothers
manipulating the situation, the fighting is quickly spiraling out of
control. Hoping to stop the war before it starts, Garrod, Tiffa, and the
crew of the Freeden continue their search for Newtypes. If they bring
enough Newtypes together, will they find a path to peace?
Contains episodes 20-39 of After War Gundam X.
Special Features: Clean Openings 3-5, Clean Closing 3.
Audio: Japanese Dolby Digital 2.0 (stereo); Subtitles: English.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSDVD1638
742617163821
6/7/2016
7/5/2016
$49.99
NR
FS
Japanese
English
4 discs / 500 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

SUPER GALS! THE COMPLETE SERIES
DVD COLLECTION (S1+2) - ANIME ELEMENTS

Street Date: 7/5/2016
SRP:
$49.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Every episode of Super GALS!, every ironclad rule, and all the
Shibuya slang packed into a single, complete set! Sporting designer
clothes, makeup, and nails, Ran Kotobuki is the very picture of a
trendy, young Shibuya girl, but don't let that fool you. This girl comes
from a family of cops, and she’s ready to lay you out flat if you even
think about causing trouble in her town! At least, she will... when
she’s not distracted with karaoke, shopping, and dodging her
homework. Join Ran and her friends as they defend the streets of
Shibuya and attempt to shop their way into the history books as the
most famous Gals ever! This 10 DVD set contains the complete 2
season 52 episode series!
Bonus Features: Clean Opening, Clean Closing, GALS Slang, The
Super GALS! Explain It All 1-6, Super GALS! Trailer, Liner Notes,
Bios.
Season 1 audio: English Dolby 5.1 and Japanese Dolby Digital 2.0
Season 2 audio: Japanese Dolby Digital 2.0.
English Subtitles and on-screen translations for the entire series.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
NZDVD1610
742617161025
6/70/2016
7/5/2016
$49.99
NR
FS
Japanese & English
English
10 discs / 1300 minutes
Anime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 7/19/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

ALIEN CONTACT: SECRET SOCIETIES

Synopsis:
Thousands of years ago a special, genetically advanced race of beings
came to Earth. They were seen as Gods by primitive man and worshipped.
They set themselves apart and yet some mated with humans and created a
special race. When these watchers departed, this hybrid species remained
and taught mankind. Civilization emerged with writing, art, science,
mathematics, geometry, engineering, architecture and more and spread
around the globe. The human race, that had existed for tens of thousands of
years as hunter gatherers now had systematic knowledge on a startling
level. They organized and cultivated the land, forged steel, built massive
pyramids, built empires, and eventually became so technologically bound
that the entire race could be monitored and governed with ease. All this
transpired seemingly out of nowhere, we do not see archaeological evidence
to support the evolution of these staggering advancements but can link it all
back to antiquity if we look carefully because the real story is that our
benefactors had an ulterior motive. They took control of our hearts and
minds; they control this world, they control every individual from the depths
of outer space. From the moment you are born, you are numbered and
moved through a process to feed their machine. Nobody is truly free
because we are all working for the masters. On rare occasions, they are
revealed to the world and in the 18th century we had a glimpse of their
massive power. We know them as the Illuminati. From huge international
corporations, to hidden governments, from secret societies to medicine, the
Illuminati are in control as you will find out in this intriguing documentary.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2194
812073021949
6/21/2016
7/19/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 67 minutes
Documentary

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 7/19/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

CAGED: FEMALE HOSTAGES

Synopsis:
For those seeking shocking escapades of psychopaths, hell-bent on
revenge for getting dumped by their girlfriends or being abandoned by their
mothers, this two-disc collection will rattle your bones with true life inspired
tales of psychosis and depravity. OVER THREE HOURS OF BABES,
HORROR AND GORE ON THIS TWO DVD COLLECTORS SET!
Bane: An Experiment in Human Suffering
Four women awake in an underground cell with amnesia and quickly
discover that they are part of an experiment with no obvious purpose. Each
woman is confronted by the “Surgeon” who cuts a four digit number into her
skin indicating the exact time he will return to kill her
The Experiment: Who's Watching You?
Responding to an ad in the paper, Mary embarks on a series of drug tests
that go horribly wrong. She is propelled into a world of drug induced
madness and surreal sensuality as she falls prey to a warped group of
peeping tom killers.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2195
812073021956
6/21/2016
7/19/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
2 discs / 200 minutes
Horror/Crime

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 7/19/2016
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

GHOST TROOP: PARANORMAL SOLDIERS

Synopsis:

There are many so-called paranormal researchers in search of
ghosts and spirits; but not many of them are willing to provoke
the dead and then confront demons, apparitions and other
sinister and malevolent entities of the unknown. This two-disc
collection is for those brave enough to challenge the sometimes
deadly forces of the afterlife. Visit the most haunted pubs,
hospitals, sanitariums, etc. and experience evidence of the
paranormal as a team of psychics attempt to contact the spirit
world while being rattled to the core by the events that unfold in
this bone chilling collection of ghost encounters.
This title is a great tie-in with the new “Ghostbusters” feature film
coming in July!
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
8

BayView Entertainment
BAY2196
812073021963
6/21/2016
7/19/2016
$19.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
2 discs / 120 minutes
Documentary

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 7/26/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

DEADLY PICKUP

Synopsis:

Breezy isn't your ordinary hitch-hiker: she's sexy, fun... and a
cold-blooded killer. As deadly as a viper, Breezy murders her
victims with a poisonous ring. As she preys on highway pickups,
Breezy moves from town to town, finally settling briefly as a
boarder in the house of a young couple who have no idea what
kind of sexual wolf they've just let in the door.
Carter Cruise, Kia Noir, and the voluptuous Sarah Hunter star in
this sizzling hot erotic thriller.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
9

BayView Entertainment
REG2197
802993219700
6/28/2016
7/26/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 81 minutes
Erotic Thriller

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

MONSTROSITY / TEENAGE ZOMBIES
(DOUBLE FEATURE DVD)

Street Date: 7/26/2016
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:

This DVD presents a double dose of completely off-their-rocker
mad scientists!
Jerry Warren's insane TEENAGE ZOMBIES (1960) features a
lumbering monster, a wild gorilla and Katherine Victor as the
smoking hot, evening gown-wearing, zombie-maker. Throw in
teen favorite, Don Sullivan (GIANT GILA MONSTER) and some
short-shorts crazy chicks and you've got one bizarre experiment
in terror.
MONSTROSITY (1963) pushes its sexual content to the limit as a
bitter old maid plots to have her brain transplanted into one of her
luscious house guests. All presented for the first time ever in
Wide Screen 16x9 anamorphic transfers from 35mm!
Includes bonus interviews, trailers and a Retromedia Drive-In
episode.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
REG2198
802993219809
6/28/2016
7/26/2016
$14.99
NR
WS
English
n/a
1 disc / 160 minutes
Horror/Cult

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

